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Recognizing 50 or more years of continuous publication and sustained contributions to nursing knowledge
INANE is grateful to Shirley Smoyak, Editor Emeritus of JPN (35 years; 1981-2016) and friend of INANE who generously provided funding for the awards for this year’s Hall of Fame inductees.
American Journal of Nursing

- Founded: 1900
- 118 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Shawn Kennedy
- Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
American Journal of Nursing

- Founding Editor: Sophia Palmer
- Initial Publisher: J.B. Lippincott for 13 years
- Created the American Journal of Nursing Company which was the publisher from 1914-1995
- 1996 AJN Company purchased by Lippincott—coming “full circle”
The Canadian Nurse

- Founded: 1905
- 113 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Joan Salton
- Publisher: Canadian Nurses Association
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The Canadian Nurse

- Inaugural Editor: Helen MacMurchy, a physician
- 1944: Editor Margaret Kerr transformed the publication from a newsletter to a true journal
- She also established a French version that was equivalent to its English counterpart
Nursing Times

• Founded: 1905
• 113 years of publication
• Current Editor
  • Steve Ford
• Publisher: Macmillian Journals
AANA Journal

• Founded: 1933
• 85 years of publication
• Current Editor
  • Chuck Biddle
• Publisher: American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
AANA Journal

- Nurses provided anesthesia to soldiers in the Civil War
- First nurse anesthesia program in the US established in 1909
- AANA was founded in 1931
- CRNA credential established in 1956
- 52,000 members – more than 90% of CRNAs belong to AANA
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Workplace Health & Safety

- Founded: 1943
- American Association of Occupational Health Nurses
- 75 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Lisa Pompeii
- Publisher: Sage
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Workplace Health & Safety

- Began as American Association of Industrial Nurses
- Newsletter and Journal
- Currently 4000+ members
- At right: Newsletter published in 1944
Workplace Health & Safety

• Journal covers over the years...
Workplace Health & Safety Editors

Current Editor: Lisa Pompeii
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Nursing Research

- Founded: 1952
- 66 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Rita Pickler
- Publisher: Wolters Kluwer
Nursing Research

- Founding Editor: Helen Bunge
- Purposes:
  - To inform members of nursing and allied professions of the results of scientific studies in nursing; and
  - To stimulate research in nursing.
Nursing Research

• Began with 5000 subscribers—needed to raise money before publication began
• Published by the American Journal of Nursing Company
• At right: Lucille Notter, Editor 1961-1973
  • Transitioned NR from a “magazine” to a journal!
Nursing Research

Other Legendary Editors for NR (missing Mickey D!)

Florence Dowds, RN, EdD, FAAN
August 20, 1924 - September 8, 2005
Editor, Nursing Research, 1979–1997
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Nursing Outlook

• Founded: 1953
• 65 years of publication
• Current Editor
  • Marion Broome
• Publisher: Elsevier
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Nursing Outlook

- Founding Editor: R. Mildred Hall
- At inception, official publication of the NLN
- Published by the AJN Co.
- Now: official publication of AAN and CANS
International Nursing Review

- Founded: 1954
- 64 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Sue Turale
- Publisher: Wiley
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International Nursing Review

- Official journal of the International Council of Nurses

International Council of Nurses
The global voice of nursing
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Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health

- Founded: 1955
- 63 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Francie Likis
- Publisher: Wiley
Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health

• Founding Editor: Agnes Shoemaker Reinders
• Official journal of the American College of Nurse-Midwives
• 13 editors over 63 years
Journal of Nursing Education

- Founded: 1962
- 56 years of publication
- Current Editor: Janis Bellack
- Publisher: Slack
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JOURNAL OF NURSING EDUCATION
Journal of Nursing Education

- Founding Editor: Alice Bicknell (one year)
- Editorial Board as “editor” for 17 years
- Rheba de Tornay (1983-1990)
- Chris Tanner (1991-2012)
Journal of Psychosocial Nursing & Mental Health Services

- Founded: 1963
- 55 years of publication
- Current Editor: Mona Shattell
- Publisher: Slack
Journal of Psychosocial Nursing & Mental Health Services

- Shirley Smoyak (1981-2016)
- (PS: need a picture of Alphonse!)
AORN Journal

- Founded: 1963
- 55 years of publication
- Current Editor
  - Laurie Saletnik
- Publisher: Wiley
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AORN Journal

• Founding Editor – Virginia Rockwell
• Tenure unknown
• Elinor Schrader – 1973-1984 (?)
• Instrumental in starting INANE!
Journal of Nursing Scholarship

• Founded: 1966
• 52 years of publication
• Current Editor
  • Susan Gennaro
• Publisher: Wiley
Journal of Nursing Scholarship

- Image (1966-1982)
- Beatrice Goodwin, founding editor (1966-1970)
  - Founding member of the Upsilon Chapter, NYU
Image covers over the years: 1967-1986
Hall of Fame
Honorable Mention
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- Nursing Mirror and Midwives Journal
- Published from 1888-1977
- Absorbed into Nursing Times
Hall of Fame
Honorable Mention

- RN
- Published from 1937-2009
Hall of Fame
Honorable Mention

- Sykepleien (Norwegian)
- Published from 1912-1989
What’s Next?

- This will be an annual event!
- For the Nursing Editors History Project (NEHP)
  - Need data on journals:
    - Editors
    - Editorials
    - Pictures
    - Cover images